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INTRODUCTION

Legal commentators often evaluate constitutional adjudication based on its internal structure: its logic, rules, and judgments. Others critique
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judicial action for falsely raising expectations, becoming a "hollow hope" for social reform by proposing remedies which cannot be successfully implemented.¹ Employing both a constitutional theory and a positive political theory perspective,² this Article compares the recent education reform litigation in Kentucky and New Jersey. This comparison highlights the way in which different approaches to adjudication help to define the political dynamics of the reform debate and contribute—or fail to contribute—to remedying the alleged constitutional violation.³

The education reform litigation debate often centers around two related issues: (1) the substantive interpretation of relevant state constitutional provisions⁴ and (2) the less frequently considered issue of why a remedy ordered by a state court succeeds or fails.⁵ Commentators tend to

---

¹ See generally GERALD N. ROSENBERG, THE HOLLOW HOPE (1991) (arguing that the Supreme Court has generally failed to implement its activist agenda for civil rights, reproductive rights, and the environment). Rosenberg bases his argument on his analysis of federal court decisionmaking, but he extends its conclusions to the ability of all courts to effectuate social reform. Id. at 338.

² This Article uses the term "positive political theory" to describe the insights derived from modeling and conceptualizing politics as a strategic game. As Professor Eskridge has shown, the use of such a model "deepens our understanding of the interaction between the Court, the Congress, and the President." William N. Eskridge, Jr., OVERRIDING SUPREME COURT STATUTORY INTERPRETATION DECISIONS, 101 YALE L.J. 331, 334 (1991). Positive political theory illustrates how "policy is set through a sequential process by which each player—including the Court—tries to impose its policy preferences. The game is a dynamic one because each player is responsive to the preferences of other players and because the preferences of the players change as information is generated and distributed in the game." Id.

³ Unfortunately, political scientists often fail to consider that courts can serve as agenda-setters. See, e.g., JOHN W. KINGDON, AGENDAS, ALTERNATIVES, AND PUBLIC POLICIES 16 (1984) (listing the participants in agenda-setting as "the President, the Congress, bureaucrats in the executive branch, and various forces outside government (including the media, interest groups, political parties, and the general public)"). However, legal commentators are often more attentive to the judiciary's ability to set the agenda. See, e.g., Donald W. Crowley, IMPLEMENTING SERRANO: A STUDY IN JUDICIAL IMPACT, 4 LAW & Pol'y Q. 299, 321 (1982) (noting that Serrano v. Priest, 557 P.2d 929 (1977), successfully helped set the agenda for education reform in California); Alan G. Hickrod, Edward R. Hines, Gregory P. Anthony, John A. Dively & Gweyn B. Froyne, THE EFFECT OF CONSTITUTIONAL LITIGATION ON EDUCATIONAL FINANCE: A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS, 18 J. EDUC. FIN. 180 (1992) (concluding that constitutional litigation focuses attention on education and increases spending).


⁵ One recent work, Note, UNFULFILLED PROMISES: SCHOOL FINANCE REMEDIES AND STATE COURTS, 104 HARV. L. REV. 1072 (1991), examines the question of remedies, but not from the standpoint of positive political theory or constitutional theory as used in this Article.
conclude either that courts will almost always fail to drive meaningful reform or that courts just need to push harder to remedy a constitutional violation. In contrast, this Article suggests that courts can make a difference—not by mandating specific remedies, but by effectively framing the issues, by using their powers of persuasion to articulate a constitutional vision of education, and by defining the roles of other political actors in the effort to reform a state’s educational system.

Optimism about courts’ abilities to drive reform has been tempered by the difficult history of implementing the school desegregation remedies that stemmed from the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education I. The Court’s call to desegregate with “all deliberate speed” failed to overcome effectively the southern resistance to integration. Efforts to force desegregation by withholding federal funding for segregated schools met with further resistance, and specific, judicially-mandated actions such as busing also faltered. Based on this experience,
some commentators conclude that we cannot (and should not) expect courts successfully to change society. Others warn that while courts are potentially effective vehicles for social change, they should guard against overreaching their institutional authority.

In the midst of its struggle with the desegregation issue, the U.S. Supreme Court declared in *San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez* that it would not enter the "thicket" of overseeing school financing to ensure equal funding among districts. The *Rodriguez* Court's awareness of its own institutional limitations suggests that its decision did not necessarily mean that the Constitution is neutral on issues of educational quality or equal funding, but simply that the Supreme Court would not attempt to enforce any such requirement. Nevertheless, at least twenty-nine state courts, including those in Kentucky and New Jersey, have entered into this "thicket," scrutinizing school financing schemes despite basic to limit the "white flight" phenomenon, in which white families fled from urban areas to predominantly white suburbs).

14. See generally Rosenberg, supra note 1, at 338 (outlining the conditions under which courts are effective producers of significant social change).

15. See, e.g., Alexander Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch 16-17 (1962) (arguing that "the root difficulty is that judicial review is a counter-majoritarian force in our system" and urging "prudence and restraint" in constitutional adjudication). For a modern version of a theory of judicial restraint, see generally John H. Ely, Democracy and Distrust: A Theory of Judicial Review (1980) (offering a theory based on reinforcing representation as a limited rationale for judicial intervention into the political process).

16. 411 U.S. 1, 59 (1973) (justifying its holding that disproportionate funding of schools does not violate the Equal Protection Clause on the ground that "the ultimate solutions [in educational financing reform] must come from the lawmakers and from the democratic pressures of those who elect them").

17. See id. at 59; see also Lawrence G. Sager, *Fair Measure: The Legal Status of Under-enforced Constitutional Norms*, 91 Harv. L. Rev. 1212, 1250-51 (1978) (suggesting that state courts may enforce federal constitutional norms governing education, even if the Supreme Court has declined to do so).

prudential concerns about how to manage and enforce education reform decisions.\textsuperscript{19}

The Kentucky Supreme Court first dealt with the issue of school financing in 1989, when it decided \textit{Rose v. Council for Better Educ., Inc.}\textsuperscript{20} The Kentucky court rejected the lower court’s holding that the disparities among school districts created by the state’s education system violated the Kentucky Constitution’s equality guarantees.\textsuperscript{21} Focusing instead on the state constitution’s education clause, which mandates that the “General Assembly shall, by appropriate legislation, provide for an efficient system of common schools throughout the state,”\textsuperscript{22} the court stressed the constitution’s commitment to the overall quality of the school system. Its opinion sparked public support for reshaping Kentucky’s educational system to accommodate both a desire to improve overall quality and a concern for distributional equity.\textsuperscript{24}

The New Jersey Supreme Court visited the issue of education reform sixteen years earlier than Kentucky, when \textit{Robinson v. Cahill I} held that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{19} See, \textit{e.g.}, Mclnnis v. Shapiro, 293 F. Supp. 327, 335-36 (N.D. Ill. 1968) (noting that while this case is not a “political question, . . . there are no ‘discoverable and manageable standards’ by which a court can determine when the Constitution is satisfied and when it is violated,” and “the courts simply cannot provide the empirical research and consultation necessary for intelligent educational planning”), \textit{aff’d sub nom.} Mclnnis v. Ogilvie, 394 U.S. 322 (1969); \textit{see also} \textit{Rodriguez}, 411 U.S. at 59 (noting that “the ultimate solutions [in educational financing reform] must come from the lawmakers and from the democratic pressures of those who elect them”). \textit{But see} Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 213 (1982) (holding that denying the children of illegal aliens the right to a minimally adequate education violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment).
  \item \textsuperscript{20} 790 S.W.2d 186 (Ky. 1989).
  \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.} at 215 (noting that the only governing constitutional provision was the education clause of the Kentucky constitution). This contrasts with the lower court’s reliance on the equality guarantee. \textit{See Council for Better Educ., Inc. v. Wilkinson, No. 85-CI-1759, slip. op. at 15} (Ky. Franklin Cir. Ct. Div. I, May 31, 1988). For the text of the equality guarantees, see \textit{infra} note 97.
  \item \textsuperscript{22} \textit{Rose}, 790 S.W.2d at 215.
  \item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{KY. CONST.} § 183.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{See infra} part \textsuperscript{IIA}.
\end{itemize}
New Jersey's schools failed to satisfy the state constitution's education clause. That clause requires that the "[l]egislature shall provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient system of free public schools for the instruction of all the children in the state between the ages of five and eighteen years."

The New Jersey Supreme Court interpreted the state constitution's guarantee of a "thorough and efficient" education as requiring the state to give each child an equal "educational opportunity . . . to equip [him] for his role as a citizen and as a competitor in the labor market." The decision initially outlined an open-ended remedy, giving the legislature fifteen months to resolve the matter. Despite the legislature's failure to act in a timely manner, the court decided not to disturb the current scheme during the 1975-76 school year.

When the legislature again failed to act, the court considered shutting down the school system by enjoining its financing. Finally, the legislature reformed the state's school financing system so as to reduce the funding differences between rich and poor districts while leaving the overall system intact. Although the New Jersey Supreme Court validated the new arrangement, the legislature failed to fund the new system. The court then carried out its earlier threat and closed the system by enjoining its funding. In response, the legislature enacted a controversial state income tax to fund the schools. This solution finally resolved the Robinson litigation—after seven trips to the state's highest court.

27. Robinson I, 303 A.2d at 295.
29. See Robinson v. Cahill III, 335 A.2d 6, 7 (N.J. 1975) (denying injunctive relief on the basis that a redistribution of funds during the school year would result in inequity and chaos). The court did arrange to hear oral argument on March 18, 1975, to resolve four issues: 1) the definition of "thorough and efficient" into financial terms, 2) the extent of the court's power to order relief, 3) the ways in which the court should use this power, and 4) the appointment of a special master. Id. at 7.
33. Lehne, supra note 31, at 122.
34. See Robinson v. Cahill VI, 358 A.2d 457, 459 (N.J. 1976) (enjoining any state, county, or municipal official from expending funds to support any public school), modified, 360 A.2d 400 (1976).
More recently, in 1990, the New Jersey Supreme Court interpreted its education clause in *Abbott v. Burke II*, the subject of the second case study in this Article. The court declared that the state failed to provide adequately for twenty-eight “special needs” districts. The legislature responded promptly, but ultimately diluted the reform legislation in the face of intense public pressure. Thus, the court intervened again in *Abbott v. Burke III*, ordering additional funding for these districts by the 1997-98 school year.

This Article draws on the experience of education reform ushered by the recent court-ordered remedies in Kentucky and New Jersey. It argues that to alter the political status quo and effectuate meaningful education reform, courts must (1) force a new consideration of the state’s educational problems, (2) create a sense of urgency and crisis, and (3) provide legislators with political protection, or “cover,” for enacting comprehensive reform. To create these conditions, courts need to connect the constitutional violation and its remedy to the intuitively appealing goal of overall educational quality. The alternative approach, which focuses solely on distributional equity, fails to reflect the constitutional mandate and invites significantly greater political resistance.

The Kentucky Supreme Court’s decision to emphasize the overall quality of the educational system may explain its comparative success in motivating education reform. However, certain conditions in New Jersey might have frustrated any judicially instigated reform efforts in New Jersey—even those along the lines of the Kentucky example. The key differences between the states include the overall quality of the state’s educational system at the outset of the litigation, the extent to which school districts across the state vary in their wealth and racial composition, and the extent to which citizens identify with the state. Undoubtedly, these environmental factors constitute formidable constraints to education reform and certainly help to account for the different results of the education reform efforts in the two states.

Part I of this Article outlines various theories of constitutional interpretation and applies them to the adjudication of state constitutional clauses governing education in order to develop the ideal interpretative strategy for implementing education reform. Part I then discusses how the

---

38. See infra part II.B.
40. See infra notes 184-86 and accompanying text.
41. See infra notes 188-90 and accompanying text.
43. This Article employs the term “overall quality” to indicate an adequate level of quality in education provided to all students (i.e., a concern for “educational adequacy”).
44. See infra notes 239-54 and accompanying text.
successfully implemented decision in Kentucky effectively followed this ideal interpretive strategy, while the New Jersey court pursued an alternative strategy. Part II, which outlines the education reform efforts in New Jersey and Kentucky, considers whether the most successful political strategy for education reform is to follow the best interpretation of the education clauses. Specifically, Part II models the struggle for education reform through the use of positive political theory (conceiving of policymaking as a political game) to analyze whether the political dynamics of education reform militate in favor of the ideal interpretative strategy. Part III then draws on the lessons of Part I's constitutional theory and Part II's positive political theory analyses to suggest that courts, litigators, and political actors should seek to meet the three conditions outlined above to successfully effectuate meaningful education reform. Finally, Part III contrasts the demographic profiles of the two states and considers to what extent they explain their different experiences with education reform.

I

CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY AND THE FOCUS ON QUALITY

Decisions calling for education reform implicate basic questions of judicial legitimacy, such as the "counter-majoritarian difficulty" inherent in any judicial override of legislative decisions and the possibility that the judiciary will be unable to implement some of its decisions. Judicial caution in ordering reform is evidenced by certain principles, such as the standing and political question doctrines, that enable courts to avoid adjudicating certain thorny issues. Such caution, which Alexander Bickel has termed "prudence," can dissuade a court from challenging an unconstitutional state of affairs. Indeed, critics who believe that state constitution

45. See BICKEL, supra note 15, at 19. Bickel's concern stems from the fact that whenever the unelected judiciary seeks to impose its will on the popularly elected legislature, it engages in an anti-democratic exercise. Id.

46. For a more detailed discussion of the potential constraints on judicial action, see infra notes 134-39 and accompanying text.

47. See, e.g., Schlesinger v. Reservists Comm. to Stop the War, 418 U.S. 208, 226-27 (1974) (holding that a citizen lacked standing to challenge the commission of members of Congress into the army because the alleged injury was too abstract); see also Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 736, 766 (1984) (holding that the impact of IRS regulations upon integration was non-justiciable because the causal connection was too attenuated and the injury could not be judicially redressed). Some term these prudential doctrines as "hot potato" doctrines because they are so malleable that the Court can reach the merits if it so chooses. See, e.g., Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Envtl. Study Group, Inc., 438 U.S. 59, 103 (1978) (Stevens, J., concurring) (noting that the Court performed a cursory analysis of the injury under the standing doctrine in order to reach the merits of the case and uphold the Price-Anderson Act).

48. See BICKEL, supra note 15, at 70-71 (explaining that prudence requires the "passive virtue" of deciding to "withhold constitutional judgment" on a particular issue that might encounter resistance from popular opinion or the majoritarian branches).

49. Some state courts have relied on such doctrines to avoid reaching the merits on school financing litigation. See, e.g., Danson v. Casey, 399 A.2d. 360, 365, 367 (Pa. 1979)
education clauses focus on distributional equity make precisely this accusation: courts tolerate unconstitutional results when they exercise restraint and defer to the legislature. On this account, courts face a difficult dilemma in deciding school financing cases. Either they can follow the dictates of a constitutional mandate for distributional equity, which will be frustrated in practice, or they can focus on overall quality, which achieves better results but appears to depart from the constitutional mandate.

However, this Article suggests a third alternative, arguing that state constitutions' education clauses are properly interpreted as expressing a concern for overall quality. Courts that adopt this approach will spark successful reforms, in part because of its appeal to the public.

This third alternative employs an interpretative theory that directs judges to read state constitutions' education clauses as embodying deeply held views of justice. This approach understands that constitutions, unlike statutes, cannot be easily revised and their interpreters must heed Chief Justice Marshall's advice that "we must never forget that it is a constitution that we are expounding." Indeed, this strategy offers an attractive normative methodology: judges can not only justify their constitutional decisions so as to maintain the judiciary's legitimacy, they also can justify their decisions by appealing to the public's deep concern for justice. Moreover, this strategy directs judges not to deny the legislature its proper role in constitutional interpretation. Otherwise, they risk stifling efforts to build consensus as well as entangling the court in complex and highly politicized policy decisions.

(holding that plaintiffs did not meet the state's standing requirements to allege a constitutional violation, because no one had suffered the necessary injury).

50. See Note, supra note 5, at 1092 (concluding that only when the judiciary ceases to defer to the legislature will the constitutional promises of education be upheld).

51. This failure in practice is illustrated by the case study of New Jersey discussed in the positive political theory model outlined below. See infra part II.B.

52. The value of focusing on overall quality is illustrated by the successful education reform effectuated in Kentucky. See infra part II.A.

53. This approach to constitutional interpretation looks to the moral authority of principles deeply held by the community. In this sense, judicial review is also idealistic, for it is essentially concerned with the interpretation and implementation of moral ideals. Our ideals are aspirational goals; they define the kind of people we would like to be. In this respect, they differ from our needs, which also signify some lack or incompleteness but imply nothing certain about our moral betterment (which may or may not be promoted by their satisfaction).

Anthony T. Kronman, Alexander Bickel's Philosophy of Prudence, 94 Yale L.J. 1567, 1577 (1985). Alexander Hamilton first articulated this view that judicial review speaks for "the people" in a moral sense in his defense of judicial review in Federalist No. 78. Id. at 1574 n.33.

A. Constitutional Theory and State Constitutions' Education Clauses

A basic goal of constitutional theory is to identify the qualities that distinguish a constitution from ordinary legislation and justify judicial review of legislative action. In one classic explanation, Ronald Dworkin has argued that broadly cast constitutional provisions should be interpreted as expressing a coherent vision of justice.55 In Dworkin's view, the public's deep commitment to a concept of justice is later interpreted and translated into specific conceptions when applied to cases before a court.56 Another explanation, recently offered by Bruce Ackerman, argues that the Constitution derives its meaning through the process of public participation in "higher-track lawmaking."57 According to Ackerman, it is during those rare "constitutional moments," characterized by a deliberative and active debate, that the public commits to constitutional principles and codifies the higher-track law of the constitution.58 Both Dworkin and Ackerman conclude that courts, through judicial review, are authorized to protect the fundamental public commitments embodied in the Constitution.59

While Dworkin and Ackerman contemplate the federal Constitution, their approaches also apply to interpreting certain state constitutional provisions. Like the federal Constitution, the drafters of state constitutions generally viewed themselves as agents of the public, and sought to codify deeply held public commitments.60 Judith Kaye, Chief Judge of the New York Court of Appeals, echoes this view of state constitutions:

It is a function of a constitution and constitutional law, then, to preserve a community's most basic, or overarching, values in the face of its transient choices. Moreover, it is a function of the courts to ascertain and identify these most basic values, to flag them when they are at risk, and to preserve constitutional boundaries on majority rule.61

55. RONALD M. DWORIN, LAW'S EMPIRE 368 (1986).
56. Id. at 70-72. For example, Dworkin explains that the Constitution embodies a commitment to a concept of "equal protection of the laws" which is not opaque and should not be narrowly construed. Id. at 362-63. The difficulty of this task is captured by Justice Jackson's reflections on how to "translate[e] the majestic generalities of the Bill of Rights, conceived as part of the pattern of liberal government in the eighteenth century, into restraints on officials dealing with the concrete problems of the twentieth century." West Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 639 (1943).
58. Id.
59. DWORIN, supra note 55, at 356; ACKERMAN, supra note 57, at 10.
60. For example, a delegate to the Maryland Constitutional Convention, who himself doubted the value of a public education system, still supported a constitutional guarantee for education because "as the people seemed to think there was something in them, therefore he was content to admit that there was something in them." Pauley v. Kelly, 255 S.E.2d 859, 884 n.43 (W. Va. 1979) (quoting DEBATES OF THE MARYLAND CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1867, 247 (1923)).
Some commentators contest the application of federal constitutional theory to state constitutional interpretation. Alan Tarr, for example, argues that state constitutions generally do not embody basic public commitments because their form is more statutory than constitutional. This argument, while true with respect to certain state constitutional provisions, does not apply to state education clauses. Unlike many other state constitutional provisions, the education clauses are broadly written and embody basic commitments, such as preparation for self-governance, that are similar to those of the federal Constitution. As the New Jersey Supreme Court explained, "there can be little doubt that the constitutional provision for public education, designed to serve the needs of an enlightened citizenry in a democratic society, was intended by its framers to be expansive in its application."66 The "expansive" education clause, a concept in Dworkin's terminology, must be applied to new situations in order to maintain high quality educational systems. Furthermore, although state constitutions are more easily amended than the federal Constitution, states appear to take seriously changes in their education clauses, which bolsters the analogy between state constitutional education clauses and provisions of the U.S. Constitution.

Critics also note that state constitutionalism lacks its own meaningful discourse to guide the interpretation of specific clauses.69 However, state education clauses represent not only the state's commitment to education,

---


63. Tarr suggests that state constitutional provisions should be given independent effect if the provisions reflect a textual departure from the federal Constitution or stem from a unique political and historical justification. See G. Alan Tarr, Constitutional Theory and State Constitutional Interpretation, 22 Rutgers L.J. 841, 855 (1991). Both conditions exist with respect to state education clauses.

64. See, e.g., Ky. Const. § 183; N.J. Const. art. VIII, § 4, para. 1. For the text of these clauses, see supra notes 23 and 26 and accompanying text.


67. See supra notes 55-59 and accompanying text.

68. For example, the New Jersey Senate considered and ultimately rejected changing its constitutional mandate on education to circumvent an unfavorable court ruling. See infra notes 194-97 and accompanying text. Kentucky, meanwhile, has not amended its education clause since it was passed in 1891. Ky. Const. § 183, annot. Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. (Baldwin 1992). Similarly, state courts approach interpretation of these clauses as cautiously as they approach federal constitutional interpretation. See, e.g., Levine, 418 A.2d at 235-36 (exploring the state's fundamental obligation to develop an educated citizenry); Rose v. Council for Better Educ., Inc., 790 S.W.2d 186, 206-09 (Ky. 1989) (examining legal precedents interpreting the education clause).

69. See, e.g., James A. Gardner, The Failed Discourse of State Constitutionalism, 90 Mich. L. Rev. 761, 812 (1992) (noting the failure of state constitutionalism to provide a "workable model for the contemporary practice of constitutional law and discourse on the state level").
but also the constitutional value of education protected, but not enforced, by the federal Constitution. As such, state courts have borrowed from federal constitutional discourse in interpreting these clauses.

If Ackerman and Dworkin accurately depict constitutional lawmaking as the result of serious public deliberation, constitutional interpretation need not be a frustrating battle against prevailing political forces, but rather a search for the best application of the public’s commitment to a political principle. Christopher Eisgruber has argued that because constitutional interpretation is a search for and application of the public’s commitment to political principles, its results should reflect the public’s deepest and most thoughtful views, rather than its reflexive reactions to an issue. Hence, constitutional interpretation may be an especially sophisticated poll, rather than a poor cousin to an opinion survey. Eisgruber’s account suggests that constitutional interpretation will often yield results similar to those of James Fishkin’s deliberative public opinion poll. Unlike the typical telephone poll, which elicits reflexive answers, Fishkin’s poll requires ordinary citizens to discuss issues, deliberate, and offer their reflective judgments.

Eisgruber’s view of constitutional interpretation, combined with Fishkin’s approach to public opinion, indicates that a major constitutional decision cannot be successfully implemented unless it sparks discussion of,

---

70. For an argument outlining the constitutional value of education, see Akhil R. Amar, The Bill of Rights as a Constitution, 100 Yale L.J. 1131, 1210 (1991) (arguing for a reversal of San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973) and the establishment of a constitutional right to education). For the classic statement of the view that state courts should enforce this constitutional value, see Sager, supra note 17, at 1250-51 (suggesting that state courts may enforce constitutional norms governing education because the Supreme Court has declined to do so, claiming, in part, a lack of institutional competence).

71. In fact, state courts adjudicating education reform cases often cite federal cases addressing education—most notably Brown v. Board of Educ. I, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). See, e.g., Rose, 790 S.W.2d at 190 (Ky. 1989) (“The goal of the framers of our constitution, and the polestar of this opinion, is eloquently and movingly stated in the landmark case of Brown v. Board of Education.”).


73. Id.


75. Fishkin describes the poll designed to be employed in the context of presidential primaries as follows:

The first evaluation of candidates would have the thoughtfulness and depth of face-to-face politics, as well as the representative character of a national event that includes us all. It offers a way out of the false dilemma within which previous reforms [to enhance the quality of participation in the presidential selection process] have been trapped. It is not elitist; a deliberative opinion poll is representative of ordinary citizens. But it permits the reflectiveness of small-scale interactions to replace the comparative superficialities of mass-retail and wholesale politics.

Id. at 9.
and ultimately connects with, the public's basic constitutional commitments. Not surprisingly, Eisgruber also suggests that courts should act as educative institutions to further that process. He encourages courts to draft their opinions so as to draw on the public's civic identity and to lay the foundation for the implementation of their decisions.76

Political resistance to a court decision does not necessarily mean that the constitutional provision at issue has been misinterpreted. Instead, it may mean that the judiciary has failed to challenge the public to deliver a deliberate—rather than a reflexive—opinion, or that it has ignored the role of the political process in constitutional interpretation.77 In adjudicating state education clauses, courts should not dictate the specific requirements of the constitutional mandate, but should turn to the legislature to implement the basic constitutional commitment to quality education.78 Otherwise, public resistance to the judicial decision may delay efforts to build a consensus on how to implement the right to an adequate education.79 In addition, courts that try to outline a specific remedy (for example, the number of districts to be funded) risk involving themselves in policy judgments for which the legislature is institutionally better suited.80

76. Christopher L. Eisgruber, Is The Supreme Court An Educative Institution?, 67 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 961, 968 (1992) (arguing that a particularly effective form of persuasion based on collective identity relies on appeals such as "[i]t's the American thing to do").

77. The New Jersey court, which outlined a specific remedy for education reform that demanded very little creativity and input from the public and the political process, may have failed to accept these groups' roles as participants in constitutional interpretation. See infra notes 116, 181-82 and accompanying text.


79. Justice Ginsburg makes this point with regard to the Court's abortion jurisprudence:

With prestige to persuade, but not physical power to enforce, with a will for self-preservation and the knowledge that they are not "a bevy of Platonic Guardians," the Justices generally follow, they do not lead, changes taking place elsewhere in society. But without taking giant strides and thereby risking a backlash too forceful to contain, the Court, through constitutional adjudication, can reinforce or signal a green light for social change.


80. William R. Andersen explains:

If a court ventures too far into the specifics of an educational policy dispute—especially, again, in the setting of constitutional litigation—the characteristic drag of legal doctrine could prove very hurtful. ... But how responsive can the legislature be when the concept is woven into the fabric of the constitution? Especially in fields as fast-moving as [education reform], freedom to change seems unusually important, and specific legal mandates seem accordingly less desirable.

William R. Andersen, School Finance Litigation—The Styles of Judicial Intervention, 55 Wash. L. Rev. 137, 169-70 (1979). See also Rose v. Council for Better Educ., Inc., 790 S.W.2d 186, 217 (Ky. 1989) (Gant, J., concurring) ("This Court has neither the expertise nor the power to instruct the General Assembly as to how the constitutional deficiency should be corrected.").
B. Examining the Interpretation of State Education Provisions: The Cases of Kentucky and New Jersey

Like most states, New Jersey and Kentucky have constitutionalized their commitment to a system of public education. While most states delegate administration of the public education system to local school boards, state legislatures retain the ultimate responsibility for implementing the public's commitment to education. Neither state's constitution, however, focuses on educational equity; instead, each one guarantees an "efficient system" of education.

Both New Jersey's and Kentucky's education clauses define the nature of the entire system of education rather than the status of different groups within the system. Thus, they do not suggest a redistributive interpretation. Moreover, the provisions' focus on the educational system as a whole is consistent with the understanding of the American federal system articulated by Paul Peterson. He argues that the national government attends to distributional issues through progressive taxation and welfare provisions, while states and municipalities focus on developing their local economies.

The governor of Kentucky during the education reform process, Wallace G. Wilkinson, clearly viewed education as primarily serving a developmental purpose:

As we proceed with our efforts to improve education, I believe we must recognize the economic consequences of our educational policies. Perhaps it is time to examine school reform issues in the...
larger context of economic development policy. We have no choice but to make a significant investment in the human capital required to keep us competitive.87

The developmental function of education coheres with its traditional justification. Many state constitutions' education clauses reflect their drafters' belief that a universal right to a quality education is necessary for a republican government.88 Together, the concerns of civic and economic development provide a powerful rationale for the universal right to a quality education—a rationale used by both the Kentucky and New Jersey Supreme Courts. The Kentucky court "view[ed its] decision as an opportunity for the General Assembly to launch the Commonwealth into a new era of educational opportunity which will ensure a strong economic, cultural and political future.”89 Similarly, the New Jersey court explained that education reform is necessary “to equip a child for his role as a citizen and as a competitor in the labor market.”90 The joining of the traditional and the more modern justifications for a quality educational system reflects Learned Hand’s description of judicial interpretation as a process in which a judge must "preserve his authority by cloaking himself in the majesty of an overshadowing past; but he must discover some composition with the dominant trends of his times.”91

1. Kentucky: A Model of Judicial Interpretation

In Rose, the Kentucky Supreme Court focused on the constitutional provision as an expression of the public’s overall goal for its educational

---

88. Hubsch, supra note 65, at 99. This rationale for a right to education certainly emerges from an analysis of Kentucky’s education clause. See Kern Alexander, John Brock, Larry Forgy, James Melton & Sylvia Watson, Constitutional Intent: “System,” “Common,” and “Efficient” as Terms of Art, 15 J. EDUC. FIN. 142, 162 (1989) [hereinafter Constitutional Intent] (concluding from an analysis of the history of Kentucky’s provision that it “establishes certain limitations below which the legislature cannot justifiably fall”).
91. Learned Hand, Mr. Justice Cardozo, 52 HARV. L. REV. 361, 361 (1939). Others, such as Edward Fadley, an associate justice of the Oregon Supreme Court, view the potential conflict between the traditional justification of civic development and the more modern justification of economic development as the central interpretive issue facing courts adjudicating education reform litigation. See Edward N. Fadley, Determining the Scope of State Constitutional Education Guarantees: A Preliminary Methodology, 28 WILLAMETE L. REV. 333 (1992). This Article will not address this interpretive question, but suggests several possible responses: that economic and civic development are not necessarily incompatible; that the provisions share a basic commitment to an adequate education for all; and that any potential conflict between these two justifications might be resolved through Dworkin’s connection between the public’s commitment to a general concept of education and a specific conception of it, which could include a concern for economic, as well as civic, development.
The court declared that the state had failed to fulfill its constitutional commitments, but refused to criticize the legislature’s previous actions. Instead, as Eisgruber suggests, it sought to connect the decision to the public’s civic identity and pride. In response, the public viewed the decision as legitimate.

Whether for prudential or constitutional reasons, or both, the Kentucky court chose to defer to the legislature and the political process. Although it refused to specify the precise changes necessary to develop an “efficient” system of education, it suggested a framework to guide the legislature’s deliberations. The Kentucky Supreme Court did not view the issue as a question of equity deriving from Kentucky’s “equality guarantee” clauses, but rather as a question of how to apply the education clause to

---

92. The Kentucky Supreme Court specifically addressed the purpose of the education clause:

In reaching this decision, we are ever mindful of the immeasurable worth of education to our state and its citizens, especially to its young people. The framers of our constitution intended that each and every child should receive a proper and adequate education . . . .

*Rose*, 790 S.W.2d at 189-90. Kentucky’s commitment to education follows Thomas Jefferson’s vision that education should be constitutionalized, since democracy depends on improving the minds of the public. See *Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia* 148-49 (William Peden ed., 1954) (1787). Kentucky’s commitment reflects Jefferson’s vision, which may stem from Jefferson’s role in Kentucky’s constitutional history. See *Rose*, 790 S.W.2d at 213 (noting that Jefferson authored the state’s separation of powers provisions).

93. See, e.g., *Rose*, 790 S.W.2d at 189 (“[W]e intend no criticism of the substantial efforts made by the present General Assembly and its predecessors. . . .”).

94. See, e.g., *id.* at 216 (“We view this decision as an opportunity for the General Assembly to launch the Commonwealth into a new era of educational opportunity which will ensure a strong economic, cultural and political future.”).

95. See infra note 107, 160-72 and accompanying text.

96. In defining “efficiency,” the court stated:

1) The establishment, maintenance and funding of common schools in Kentucky is the sole responsibility of the General Assembly.

2) Common schools shall be free to all.

3) Common schools shall be available to all Kentucky children.

4) Common schools shall be substantially uniform throughout the state.

5) Common schools shall provide equal educational opportunities to all Kentucky children, regardless of place of residence or economic circumstances.

6) Common schools shall be monitored by the General Assembly to assure that they are operated with no waste, no duplication, no mismanagement, and no political influence.

7) The premise for the existence of common schools is that all children in Kentucky have a constitutional right to an adequate education.

8) The General Assembly shall provide funding which is sufficient to provide each child in Kentucky an adequate education.

9) An adequate education is one which has as its goal the development of the seven capacities recited previously.

*Rose*, 790 S.W.2d at 212-13.

97. The Kentucky “equality guarantee” clauses provide that “[a]ll men are, by nature, free and equal,” Ky. Const. § 1, and that “[a]ll men when they form a social compact, are equal,” Ky. Const. § 3. Equality guarantees are not identical to, but are generally interpreted similarly to, the federal Equal Protection Clause. *Yost v. Smith*, 862 S.W.2d 852, 854
the system as a whole. This approach focused on the constitution's commitment to the overall quality of education. As a result, the court declared Kentucky's entire educational system unconstitutional. Distributional equity was a secondary concern, reflected in the principle that "all students, whatever their race or wealth characteristics, be educated sufficiently to fulfill their civic responsibilities."

Michael Resnick, associate director of the National School Boards Association, explained that statewide involvement in education, such as that effectuated by the Kentucky Supreme Court in Rose, often implicitly addresses equity concerns: "If you have [an increased] state revenue base for education, if the state is the one collecting the taxes rather than localities, there will probably be a greater tendency to allocate money equally."

The comprehensive nature of Rose exemplifies a "performance-oriented" approach, focusing on effective instruction and student achievement, rather than formal equality (equal dollars for all districts). This approach reflects the view that money is not a cure-all and that a focus on formal equality can deflect attention from other barriers to educational quality. Because Rose stressed educational effectiveness, grounded the

---

98. Cf. Rose, 790 S.W.2d at 215 ("Lest there be any doubt, the result of our decision is that Kentucky's entire system of common schools is unconstitutional.").

99. Id. at 217 ("Although adequate and additional funding is a necessary part of the contemplated procedure, money alone is not the answer. Efficiency of administration, curriculum, facilities... and many other problems are extant and pleading for cure.").

100. Id. at 215. Commentators have lauded the Kentucky litigation and the court's comprehensive approach to education reform. See, e.g., Jacob E. Adams, Jr., School Finance Reform and Systemic School Change: Reconstituting Kentucky's Public Schools, 18 J. Educ. Fin. 318, 322 (1993).

101. Hubsch, supra note 65, at 105.


104. Richard J. Murnane, who believes that "money matters," nevertheless underscores that remedies should include incentives for local districts and individual schools to devise and implement plans for raising student achievement. Such plans might involve changes in the practices used to hire teachers, and the design of a strategy to increase the amount of student writing... [T]he dollars must follow the plans.


105. As Eric A. Hanushek points out, "[e]mphasizing primarily the distribution of expenditures per student, financing reform is almost certain to exacerbate existing problems of inefficiency... History indicates that while some districts might use additional funds effectively, other districts will probably use them ineffectively." Eric A. Hanushek, When School Finance "Reform" May Not Be Good Policy, 28 Harv. J. on Legis. 423, 433-54 (1991).
issue in a clear constitutional mandate, and appealed to the public's intuitive sense of justice, it enjoyed widespread public support. Kern Alexander, an educational expert who closely observed the Kentucky litigation, described the effect of the court's ruling:

The court's mandate seemed to represent an external force authorizing an important social change that the people intuitively knew was morally necessary and long overdue. The court decision and the enactment of the new education law appeared to imbue the citizenry with a collective pride of ownership which later found the most obdurate legislators and reluctant taxpayers exalting themselves with praise for their accomplishments.

The Kentucky court successfully framed the debate by not only focusing on overall educational quality, but also prodding the legislature to act according to a timetable, rather than mandating a specific remedial scheme. The court's action emerged from its understanding of its role under the constitution:

Clearly, no "legislating" is present in . . . the decision of this Court . . . . Our job is to determine the constitutional validity of the system of common schools within the meaning of the Kentucky Constitution, Section 183. We have done so. We have declared the system of common schools to be unconstitutional. It is now up to the General Assembly to re-create, and re-establish a system of common schools within this state which will be in compliance with the Constitution.

106. Although this intuitive sense of justice can be found by looking to the understanding of the drafters, courts need not be confined to such an analysis. See Paul W. Kahn, Interpretation and Authority in State Constitutionalism, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 1147, 1156-59 (1993). Nor should state constitutional judgments necessarily follow the U.S. Supreme Court or look solely to unique state sources. For example, Kentucky v. Wasson, 842 S.W.2d 487, 491-92 (Ky. 1992), held that the criminalization of homosexual sodomy violated the state constitution, thereby diverging from the Supreme Court's holding in Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 190-91 (1986) (finding that the Due Process Clause, which protects the right of privacy, does not reach sodomy). Wasson not only considered Kentucky-based sources, 842 S.W.2d at 493-96, but also examined the position of the American Law Institute, the philosophy of John Stuart Mill, and the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967) (striking down Virginia's anti-miscegenation statute). 842 S.W.2d at 496-98. In the case of education reform, the Kentucky court did not explicitly discuss the value of result-oriented criteria, but such criteria served as a legitimate interpretive basis for the decision.


109. Id. at 214.
The court chose this remedy because it viewed the state's separation of powers doctrine as preventing it from mandating any particular legislative program or taxation scheme.\textsuperscript{110}

2. New Jersey's Judicial Interpretation: Mired in the Details

The New Jersey Supreme Court, in contrast, interpreted its constitutional education clause and the facts presented to it by exclusively focusing on distributional equity, ultimately crafting a narrow judicial remedy.\textsuperscript{111} Despite the Commissioner of Education's earlier administrative ruling that the education clause required a level of adequate education,\textsuperscript{112} the state court declined to take responsibility for the quality of the educational system as a whole.\textsuperscript{113} The court acknowledged that the problems might be "systemic, requiring a declaration of unconstitutionality."\textsuperscript{114} However, the court chose to view them as "district-specific, requiring corrective action under the Act in a limited number of failing districts."\textsuperscript{115} The court's remedy did not demand creativity of the legislature; the opinion simply required it to improve a selected number of poor urban school districts.\textsuperscript{116} Although the court recognized that money alone could not ensure quality educational for all,\textsuperscript{117} it directed that certain districts receive additional aid and that the

\textsuperscript{110} The court interpreted the "letter and spirit of the constitutional mandate," \textit{id.} at 213, as requiring a different remedy than that crafted by the lower court. The lower court's reliance on federal court precedents was improper, since the Kentucky constitution reflects a different understanding of separation of powers than the federal Constitution. Specifically, the lower court had created a commission to develop specific remedial measures rather than leaving that task to the legislature. \textit{See id.} at 214.

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Abbott v. Burke II,} 575 A.2d 359, 382-89 (NJ. 1990) (addressing the evidence and concerns related to different spending levels of different school districts); \textit{id.} at 367 (discussing how the clause has primarily been viewed as mandating equality).

\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.} at 365.

\textsuperscript{113} The New Jersey court explained its "constitutional answer" as solely connected to monetary concerns and formal equality, not to a level of educational quality:

\begin{quote}
We have concluded, however, that even if not a cure, money will help, and that these students are constitutionally entitled to that help. If the claim is that additional funding will not enable the poorer urban districts to satisfy the thorough and efficient test, the constitutional answer is that they are entitled to pass or fail with at least the same amount of money as their competitors.
\end{quote}

\textit{Id.} at 403.

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{Id.} at 366.

\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.} at 409.

\textsuperscript{117} In considering the research analyzing the impact of other factors besides and connected to money, the court explained that the research shows beyond doubt that money alone has not worked. It shows promising success in many different approaches emphasizing techniques, relationships, social forces, motivation, approaches often quite different from conventional instruction. But it does not show that money makes no difference. What it strongly suggests is that money can be used more effectively than it is being used today.

\textit{Id.} at 404.
legislature address only the narrow issue of equity, rather than overall quality.\textsuperscript{118}

The New Jersey court, while acknowledging the flaws of its decision, justified its position by noting that "fundamental [constitutional] limits on judicial power . . . cannot justify a sliding scale which tailors the remedy [and addresses] issues of fairness unrelated to the constitutional command."\textsuperscript{119} This explanation is belied, however, by the constitutional theory applied by the Kentucky court and the remedy that court devised. The New Jersey court might have balked at the Kentucky approach, as it would have entailed addressing issues beyond those framed by the litigants. On the other hand, in education reform litigation, the relief sought by the plaintiffs should not be dispositive; the nature of the constitutional provision should structure the nature of the remedy. Given a general constitutional mandate that does not differentiate between districts,\textsuperscript{120} the best interpretation of the education clause demands an adequate level of education for all. A second interpretive reason for a general remedy is that the constitution clearly delegates responsibility for educational issues to the legislature.\textsuperscript{121} The court’s district-by-district remedy limits this delegation. Finally, practical concerns also caution against a district-by-district remedy, as money must be supplemented by curricular and administrative reforms in order to effect substantial educational improvements.\textsuperscript{122}

There are several possible explanations for the New Jersey Supreme Court’s refusal to declare the entire state’s education system unconstitutional. First, the court was presumably influenced by the state’s political situation.\textsuperscript{123} Second, the court may have had little confidence in the political process' support for educational reform. It had observed the nationwide resistance to federal desegregation rulings during the civil rights era and, closer to home, the New Jersey legislature’s resistance to a previous decision holding the state’s educational financing scheme unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{124} Finally, the Kentucky approach of declaring the entire education system unconstitutional and demanding comprehensive education reform

\begin{thebibliography}{99}

\bibitem{118} Id. at 408-09. The lower court went so far as to define the equity issue in precise dollar terms. Abbott v. Burke III, No. 91-C-00150, 1993 WL 379818 at *10 (N.J. Super, Aug. 31, 1993).

\bibitem{119} Abbott II, 575 A.2d at 409.

\bibitem{120} The court explicitly stated that it was only interpreting the education clause and did not rely on the state equal protection clause. See id. at 410.

\bibitem{121} See N.J. Const. art. VIII, § 4, para. 1 ("The Legislature shall provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient education. . . ").

\bibitem{122} See, e.g., Murnane, supra note 104, at 462-63; Abbott II, 575 A.2d at 404 (relevant portions quoted supra note 117).

\bibitem{123} See infra part II.B.

\bibitem{124} The court’s frustration in its initial effort to reform education is addressed supra notes 25-36 and accompanying text.
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was innovative and untested; the New Jersey court might have hesitated before following this radical approach.

3. **Evaluating New Jersey's Original Approach: The Path Not Taken**

Supporters of the *Abbott II* decision and Governor James Florio's proposed program might argue that their approach was the only viable strategy. However, the New Jersey Supreme Court's recent decision in *Abbott III* offers the most illustrative example of the path not taken. The *Abbott III* decision departed from both the lower court's decision and the New Jersey Supreme Court's *Abbott II* decision in several ways. First and most importantly, the decision did not offer specific financial goals or dictate guidelines, as the lower court had done, but instead forcefully outlined the direction and necessity of comprehensive reform. Second, while constrained by the view that the constitutional command did not require a general remedy, the court underscored that the condition of the special needs districts was of statewide concern: "While the constitutional measure of the educational deficiency is its impact on the lives of these students, we are also aware of its potential impact on the entire state and its economy—not only on its social and cultural fabric, but on its material well-being, on its jobs, industry, and business." In so doing, the court sought to appeal to a collective interest and responsibility of the state to provide a quality education for all students:

> [W]e underlined the clear and absolute responsibility of the State for both the problem and its solution, noting that all of the money—whether the taxes are local or State—is authorized and controlled in terms of its source, amount, distribution, and use by the State, and that all of the students are citizens of the State...

Third, the court addressed the criticism that the Florio administration failed to oversee the aid to school districts and emphasized that "the Legislature or the Department [of Education] should ensure that the uses

---

125. Both the Kentucky court in *Rose v. Council for Better Educ., Inc.*, 790 S.W.2d 186 (Ky. 1989) and the New Jersey court in *Robinson v. Cahill V*, 355 A.2d 129 (1976) selected open-ended remedies and returned the issue to their respective legislatures. However, the Kentucky approach was innovative in that it attempted to frame the agenda very broadly, focusing on overall quality of the entire educational system and creating a sense of urgency. *Rose*, 790 S.W.2d at 215-16.


129. *Id.* at 581.

130. *Id.*

of the additional funding available to the special needs districts are super-
vised and regulated." The court's shift in tone and substance reflects
changes in the political landscape which focused attention on the merits of
the Kentucky strategy and of an appeal to a collective identity. In fact,
New Jersey has begun to pursue education reform in a system-wide man-
ner. The plan offered by Governor Christine Todd Whitman, elected in
1993, proposes a more comprehensive and incremental "leveling up" stra-
egy, similar to that employed in Kentucky, to solve the constitutional de-
fects in New Jersey's system of education.133

II

Positive Political Theory and a Focus on Quality for
All: Examining the Political Dynamics of
Education Reform

To analyze the political dynamics affecting implementation of judi-
cially mandated education reform, this Article will model the institutional
actors (the judiciary, legislature, and executive) as players engaged in a
strategic game.134 This Article will chart the players' positions on graphs
where the X coordinate represents changes in distributional equity and the
Y coordinate represents changes in educational quality and efficiency. It is
important to note that the graphs offered in this discussion are not scien-
tific or precise. Rather, they attempt to present a relational progression of
educational policy based on the series of events that set the agenda and the
course of education reform in Kentucky and New Jersey.

As illustrated by the models presented below, a state judiciary's effort
to move policy solely along the X-axis towards greater distributional equity
will fail because the legislature will act in accordance with the electorate's


133. See infra notes 206-07. It is certainly too premature to judge the likely success of
the Whitman plan especially since it proposes to improve education partly by economizing
on teachers' salaries. See Iver Peterson, Commission Urges Curbing Pay in New Jersey
Schools, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 9, 1994, at 23. The likelihood of the plan's passage is difficult to
discern because it directly challenges the politically powerful teachers' union. See Iver Pe-
terson, New Jersey Teachers Flex Muscles, But Carefully, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 19, 1994, at B1
("In the tightly knit world of New Jersey politics, no organization has had more muscle than
the New Jersey Education Association, and none has been more willing to use it."). See al-
so, David P. Rebovich, Governor's Education Policies May Sway Assembly Elections, N.J.

However, Michigan's education reform plan passed despite the opposition of the
teacher's unions. See James L. Tyson, Michigan's New Tax Scheme Aims To Upgrade Its
Poorer Schools: Instead of Relying on Property Tax, Schools To Get State Sales-Tax Money,
Christian Sci. Monitor, Mar. 22, 1994, at 2 (noting that various critics opposed the loss of
local autonomy and that the teachers' unions specifically opposed the increased dependence
on state tax policy).

134. This model assumes that each actor engages in bargaining with the other political
actors to arrive at an equilibrium point that best approximates the policy preferences of all
of the involved actors as mediated by the rules of the policymaking process.
resistance to such changes. However, if the court frames the issue as primarily one of overall educational quality, or as a Y-axis issue, with a secondary and related focus on the X-axis concern of distributional equity, the remedy will draw on significantly more public support. Such a remedy will connect with the public's constitutional commitment to support public education. As discussed below, the one-dimensional X-axis story—focusing on distributional equity—unfolded in New Jersey with a predictable lack of success. The two-dimensional X- and Y-axis story—centered on concerns of overall quality—unfolded in Kentucky and successfully sparked meaningful education reform.

In addition to the judiciary's view of the facts and legal principles implicated in an education reform case, several external forces will determine the dynamics of the strategic game. Among them are (1) whether the court expects the legislature or the public to overturn the decision through constitutional amendment, \(^{135}\) (2) whether the decision can be successfully implemented, (3) whether the decision might pose a threat to the judiciary's institutional legitimacy, \(^{136}\) (4) the electoral impact of the decision, \(^{137}\) and (5) the justices' personal reputations within the legal profession. \(^{138}\) Together, these forces will limit the extent to which state judiciaries will craft radical and innovative remedies for constitutional flaws in state educational

---

135. Because the issue of school financing is governed by a constitutional provision rather than an ordinary statute, the probability of a legislative override is lessened, due to the additional effort required for a constitutional amendment. This difference became an important factor in New Jersey's educational financing litigation. *See infra* notes 195-98 and accompanying text.

136. *Cf.* Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 112 S. Ct. 2791, 2814 (1992) (affirming the "central holding" in *Roe v. Wade* because overruling *Roe* would "seriously weaken the Court's capacity to exercise the judicial power" by undercutting the Court's legitimacy as an institution). *But see id.* at 2883 (Scalia, J., dissenting) ("[W]hether [overruling *Roe*] would 'subvert the Court's legitimacy' or not, the notion that we would decide a case differently from the way we otherwise would have in order to show that we can stand firm against public disapproval is frightening.").

137. This concept of electoral impact can be broadly understood to encompass: (1) recall (*see*, e.g., Paul Reidinger, *The Politics of Judging*, A.B.A. J., Apr. 1, 1987, at 52 (attributing the defeat of several judges to unpopular stances, including the recall of California State Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird)); (2) reelection chances of individual judges; (3) electoral possibilities of other judges who may be hostile to the views pronounced in the decision (*cf.* Fran Ellers, *Two Judicial Races Not Expected To Cause Major Shift On State Supreme Court*, Courier-Journal (Louisville, Ky.), Nov. 2, 1990, at B4 (noting the attention that the landmark school-finance ruling and other major decisions have drawn toward the popularly elected Kentucky Supreme Court)); or (4) reelection chances of a friendly governor whose defeat would result in the appointment of hostile judges. All state courts confront at least some of these considerations and most are directly connected to the political process—e.g., only two states (Massachusetts and New Hampshire) have tenure until retirement and executive appointment similar to the Article III process. *See* Council of State Governments, *The Book of the States*, 1990-91, at 190-91, 204-05 (1990).

systems and will affect how they communicate their decisions to the public.

A. The Case of Kentucky: Realizing a Vision of Overall Quality

In deciding Rose v. Council for Better Education, Inc., the Kentucky Supreme Court refused to set the agenda for education reform solely from a distributional equity (X-axis) perspective. In fact, the court rejected the lower court's finding that the state's education system violated the Kentucky constitution's equality guarantee. Instead, the court held that the constitutional provision governing education had been violated and stressed quality and efficiency (Y-axis concerns) rather than distributional equity. Moreover, the court, mindful of separation of powers concerns and its limited institutional competence, demanded neither that remedies be devised for particular districts nor that a particular amount of money be spent. Instead, the court simply declared the entire school system unconstitutional on the ground that it failed to provide an adequate education for all students. This decision opened a "policy window," or an opportunity for action, by forcing the legislature to rethink the state's approach...
to public education and to change its previously entrenched educational system. The executive and legislature seized that opportunity, bringing in renowned consultants and taking reams of testimony before enacting a plan providing for a quality education for all.

**Figure 1: The Policy Window Created by Rose**

![Diagram showing Greater Educational Quality and Greater Distributional Equity with Set of Policy Choices Acceptable to the Kentucky Court]

While the court did not pinpoint a specific policy, it outlined a vision of an educational system consistent with the state's constitutional commitment to education. The court structured the reform process through substantive requirements derived from the constitutional mandate, and

---

*Id. at 215.*

146. Kingdon, *supra* note 3, at 174-76. Kingdon explains this concept as follows: [P]olicy windows, the opportunities for action on given initiatives, present themselves and stay open for only short periods. If the participants cannot or do not take advantage of these opportunities, they must bide their time until the next opportunity comes along.

*Id. at 174.*

147. The court opened this policy window self-consciously, explaining that “[w]e view this decision as an opportunity for the General Assembly to launch the Commonwealth into a new era of educational opportunity which will ensure a strong economic, cultural and political future.” *Rose*, 790 S.W.2d at 216. Justice Gant’s concurrence underscored this view:

> This decision has provided the Executive and Legislative branches of our government with a rare opportunity to start with a clean slate; to utilize the expertise of its members and others (both inside and outside the state) to study other jurisdictions which have faced a similar problem and successfully solved it; and to stamp a distinguished impression upon the pages of the history of this Commonwealth.

*Id. at 217* (Gant, J., concurring). Unlike the New Jersey court, the Kentucky court broadly outlined the need for quality-based reforms and underscored their importance to the state, rather than demanding changes in distributional equity. *Id. at 211-13.*


149. *Rose*, 790 S.W.2d at 212-13 (summarizing the essential and minimal characteristics of an “efficient” system of common schools).

150. *Id.*
declared the state responsible for direct supervision of the system. Furthermore, it called on the legislature to provide additional overall funding to education and warned that the state could not shift the constitutional obligation to provide adequate educational opportunities to local governments. These requirements forced the governor and the legislature to work within the shaded area of Figure 1, an area representing a level of overall quality which inherently necessitates a certain level of distributional equity. Framed in this manner, the reforms cohered with the public’s concern for educational quality and simultaneously provided political protection for taxes to support greater distributional equity. By declaring the entire educational system to be unconstitutional, the court also strongly underscored that the state must comprehensively confront its educational problems; that is, if some students are not receiving an adequate education, the entire system is unconstitutional.

The program devised by the Kentucky legislature allows teachers, principals, and parents to team up at each school to make most instructional and school-management decisions. It also provides them with additional resources and incentives to invest in education. The Kentucky

---

151. Id. at 211.
152. Id. at 197.
153. Id. at 211.
154. Id. at 211-12.
155. See Constitutional Intent, supra note 88, at 160 (noting the moral authority of the court’s ruling which connected and mobilized the entire public based on its appeal to their constitutional commitment to education); see also Adams, supra note 100, at 324-25. Adams aptly characterized the Kentucky experience: “In short, the Kentucky Supreme Court presented the commonwealth with an unprecedented opportunity: to reconstitute the state’s elementary and secondary school system so as to provide equitable and adequate educational opportunities to all Kentucky school children.” Id.
156. By broadening the educational issue “beyond the plea of the plaintiffs [and their focus on equity]” in declaring the whole school system inadequate, the Kentucky Supreme Court forced the legislature to devise a comprehensive reform program addressing more than the questions of educational equity sparked by education financing litigation in the other states, such as New Jersey. See Michael Jennings, Reform Plan Seen as National Model, Gets Wide Support, COURIER-JOURNAL (Louisville, Ky.), May 6, 1990, at 1A.
157. The investment into and innovation in education over the past three years have been remarkable. See, e.g., Mary Jordan, Kentucky’s Retooled Classrooms “Erase the Board Clean,” WASH. POST, Apr. 23, 1993, at A3. Jordan described the improved conditions:

Boys lug dolls and diapers for two weeks straight as part of an introductory course in parenting. Saturday classes and tougher tests emphasize the value of learning. Desks come with laptop computers, which students will soon be able to check out like library books. And the school recently installed computer-ready telephone hookups in every classroom, joining other schools implementing reforms mandated throughout Kentucky three years ago in the nation’s most technologically advanced public school system. . . .

The new way includes untimed class periods; less-structured subjects so, for instance, English and math lessons can be combined; community service in nursing homes and elsewhere; parenting lessons; and new family resource centers inside to deal with everything from divorce depression to joblessness.

Id.
158. Id.
Education Reform Act of 1990 (KERA),\textsuperscript{159} which addresses financing, governance, and curricular concerns,\textsuperscript{160} is remarkable both for its comprehensive solution to the problems in the state’s educational system\textsuperscript{161} and for its effort to measure educational success by progress in learning, rather than compliance with regulations.\textsuperscript{162} If individual schools do not improve to the level required by the state,\textsuperscript{163} the state can impose sanctions against them.\textsuperscript{164} The sanctions include sending outside managers to intervene, firing the school’s administrative and teaching staff, allowing parents to remove their children, and even closing the school.\textsuperscript{165} This school reform package also included $2.5 billion in additional education funds drawn from increases in the sales tax and personal and corporate income taxes.\textsuperscript{166}

At a symposium at Harvard Law School, former Kentucky governor and lawyer for the Rose plaintiffs, Bert T. Combs, and state Senator Michael R. Moloney termed the combination of Kentucky’s grassroots support for education reform and the far-reaching judicial decision that precipitated the 1990 General Assembly’s action “a near miracle.”\textsuperscript{167} In Combs’ words:

\textsuperscript{160}. For a fuller description of this program, see Adams, supra note 100, at 328-36.

The Kentucky case represents the most comprehensive attack yet on the constitutionality of a state educational system. Instead of focusing on financial issues, as do the first generation of cases and the recent Texas litigation, in Kentucky financial questions play only a subsidiary role in the reform of public education. The Supreme Court of Kentucky did require the Kentucky General Assembly to change school financing, but these required changes were simply a means to reach a far broader set of goals.

\textit{Id.} at 417.

\textsuperscript{162}. 1990 Ky. Rev. Stat. & R. Serv. 476, §§ 3, 4, 5, 11. Former Assistant U.S. Secretary of Education Chester Finn, now a Vanderbilt University professor and head of the Washington-based Education Excellence Network, praised the Kentucky reform package for embracing “all the right ideas,” including the notion that “you should organize and regulate your education through the results” it achieves. Jennings, supra note 156, at A1.

\textsuperscript{163}. 1990 Ky. Rev. Stat. & R. Serv. 476, § 11. Compliance with state requirements will be determined by a series of tests geared to measure schools against their own potential. The overall test scores for a school will take into account each school’s attendance record, dropout rate, and the percentage of students held back in a grade. These results will then be publicly released so that taxpayers can learn whether their money is being spent in ways that benefit students. Editorial, KERA: Making A Difference, COURIER-JOURNAL (Louisville, Ky.), Aug. 8, 1993, at 2D.


\textsuperscript{166}. 1990 Ky. Rev. Stat. & R. Serv. 476, §§ 105-12(a), 284(7), 124(4); Jennings, supra note 148, at 1A.

The great difference in Kentucky is that the legislature, rather than paying lip service to the court and dragging its feet as has happened in other states, faced up to its constitutional responsibilities. . . . It grabbed the ball and ran with it. . . . Kentucky has now, by reason of this [court] decision, decided to become educated and embarked on a crusade. . . . We're determined in Kentucky to make this school reform fly.\textsuperscript{168}

The public and political support for the court's decision and the lack of significant protest to the tax increases may be rooted in the public's strong commitment to education.\textsuperscript{169} Taxpayers supported the decision to increase funding for the public school system by $2.5 billion,\textsuperscript{170} presumably to ensure better schools for their children and better qualified citizens for their workforces.

The public's support for higher quality schools and the program's commitment to accountability were critical to the program's success in improving both the quality and distributional equity of Kentucky's school system. The Kentucky school reform law has considerably narrowed the gap between the best funded and worst funded school districts.\textsuperscript{171} Unlike New Jersey's remedial scheme, which alienated wealthier districts by capping the amount that they could spend, Kentucky's program implemented a fund-matching formula, which matches all districts' increases in education spending, but reimburses poorer districts at a higher rate.\textsuperscript{172} While this financing scheme, motivated by both equity and quality concerns, has been

\textsuperscript{168} Id. at B1, B4.

\textsuperscript{169} Thirty-eight percent of the public cited education as the state's number one problem after the Kentucky Supreme Court's decision in Rose. This was twice the percentage of those who cited jobs and economic development as the state's greatest problem. Dick Kaukas, \textit{Bluegrass State Poll: Education Outranks Jobs as State's Main Problem}, COURIER-JOURNAL (Louisville, Ky.), Dec. 2, 1990, at B1.


\textsuperscript{171} Michael Jennings, \textit{Inequity In School Funding Is Fading, Official Tells Panel}, COURIER-JOURNAL (Louisville, Ky.), Sept. 14, 1990, at 1B. Ron Moubray, head of the Kentucky Department of Education's office of school administration and finance, reported:

Last year [1990], only 21 school districts had funding of more than $3,000 per child; this year, 173 of the state's 176 school districts are above that figure. The funding gap between Fort Thomas, a relatively wealthy school district in Campbell County, and Floyd County, a relatively poor district, has narrowed from $912 per child last year to only $178 per child this year.

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{172} Id. For example, this formula might offer two dollars in state funds for every dollar increase in education spending by a poorer district, but only one dollar in state funds for a dollar increase by a richer district. Hence, Ron Moubray, head of the Kentucky Department of Education's office of school administration and finance, commented: "I believe equity has arrived through this formula . . . [I have] difficulty finding anything substantially wrong [with it]". \textit{Id.}
successful in Kentucky, it might not be as successful in closing the gap in states such as New Jersey, in which greater disparities between school districts are evident. However, even from the standpoint of pure equity concerns, even a less successful scheme clearly is preferable to the gridlock which existed in New Jersey.

B. The Case of New Jersey: Frustration of Equity-Centered Reform

In New Jersey, the interaction of several factors influenced the judiciary's crafting of a narrow distributional remedy in Abbott II. First, the legislature was heavily Democratic, and the Democratic governor was already crafting an educational program with significant redistributive elements. Therefore, the court probably did not foresee the long-term public resistance that would emerge from its remedial decision. Second, the state judiciary enjoyed a reputation as an activist court. Third, the state's highest court had earlier declared the state's financing scheme unconstitutional, thereby setting a precedent for the court's involvement in the issue. Finally, New Jersey Supreme Court justices do not face re-election and therefore need not defend their decisions before the full electorate. Comforted by the governor's support and by their partial insulation from political pressures, the justices faced few institutional incentives to present a politically palatable decision.

173. Early studies have assessed KERA's results favorably. See, e.g., Stephen J. Goetz & David L. Debertin, Rural Areas and Education Reform in Kentucky: An Early Assessment of Revenue Equalization, 18 J. EDUC. Fin. 163, 172 (1992) ("To the extent that the KERA intended to increase the per-pupil availability of funds in poorer, and often rural, school districts it has thus been successful").

174. Kern Alexander, former president of Western Kentucky University and an expert on school finance who participated in early stages of the Kentucky case, noted that Kentucky is relatively unique in its ability to raise its poorer districts to the level of their more advantaged neighbors without forcing any school district to give up large resources to expand poorer districts' resources. In other states, with greater disparities, Alexander noted that "leveling up" is not likely. Gatz, supra note 167, at B4. See also infra part III.C.

175. See supra text accompanying notes 134-37.


177. Jerry Gray, Judge Says Trenton Spending Fails Mandate to Aid Schools, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 1, 1993, at A1, B5 ("Anticipating the court's ruling, Mr. Florio had already begun pushing his own school spending plan, the Quality Education Act, through the Legislature, which was then controlled by Democrats.").

178. See Tarr, supra note 63, at 855 (citing the state supreme court's elaboration of criteria for legitimately diverging from U.S. Supreme Court decisions as evidence of its reputation for activism); cf. Southern Burlington County NAACP v. Mount Laurel, 336 A.2d 713, 731 (1975) (holding that the New Jersey constitution provides a right against exclusionary zoning), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 808 (1975).

179. See Robinson v. Cahill I, 303 A.2d 273, 294 (N.J. 1973) (rejecting plaintiff's equal protection claim but finding that the financing system violates provisions in the state constitution which impose a duty on the state to provide equal educational opportunity), cert. denied sub nom., Dickey v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 976 (1973).

180. Members do not face re-election, but are subject to reappointment by the governor and reconfirmation by the senate at the end of every seven year term. See N.J. CONST. art. VI, § 6, para. 1; see also COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, supra note 137, at 191.
Because the court's battle with the legislature over the *Robinson* case fourteen years earlier had failed to effect any enduring change in educational equity, Abbott II forced the court to reconsider the constitutional mandate of a "thorough and efficient education." The court again focused on distributional equity issues, mandating that the legislature provide additional funding to twenty-eight of the poorer inner-city districts. Governor Florio's plan, the Quality Education Act (QEA), went even further. It targeted aid to an additional two school districts and capped the spending of wealthier districts in order to realize greater distributional equity. The legislature passed Florio's plan with little public deliberation or discussion.

Figure 2, below, represents the shifts in educational policy—points P, P₁, P₂, etc.—relative to distributional equity concerns (the X-axis) and quality concerns (the Y-axis). Since the debate focused exclusively on issues of distributional equity, the positions of the institutional actors are represented as values along the X-axis. For example, the judiciary (J) called for a level of distributional equity greater than that of value P. Similarly, the governor (G) and the legislature (L) supported a plan that redistributed educational funding even more than what was called for by the court. The point P represents state policy in the late 1980s, while the shift to P₁ reflects the impact of the judiciary's Abbott II decision and P₂ represents state policy following passage of the QEA.

---

183. *Id.* at 408.
184. Quality Education Act of 1990, N.J. STAT. ANN. §§ 18A:7D-1 to 18A:7D-37 (West Supp. 1994). The name of the statute reveals that the drafters may have viewed their narrowly focused program (addressing only equity-based concerns) as motivated by a desire to extend the quality wealthier school districts already enjoyed to poorer districts. However, the Act failed to deal with school governance, curriculum, and financial issues. This Article focuses on the politics of implementation of the court-ordered remedies; it does not discuss the mechanics of the QEA. For a detailed overview of the Act, see Margaret E. Goertz, *School Finance Reform in New Jersey: The Saga Continues*, 18 J. Educ. Fin. 346, 350-34 (1993).
[Florio] signed the controversial legislation on July 3, 1990, barely a month after the court decision. The QEA, as the spending plan is commonly known, went well beyond the court mandate. It increased the special needs districts to 30 from the 28 identified by the court, and it allocated $1.1 billion over five years.

*Id.*
Both during and after the debate, the QEA's proponents—the Abbott II plaintiffs, the governor, and members of the legislature—failed to explain its reforms or to build any significant grassroots support for them.\textsuperscript{187} The reforms, particularly a record tax increase to support redistributive transfers, alienated both middle class taxpayers and residents of wealthier school districts.\textsuperscript{188} A voter backlash almost gave Christine Todd Whitman, a virtually unknown candidate in the 1990 U.S. Senate race who capitalized on the public anger over the tax increases, a victory over Bill Bradley, the popular Democratic incumbent.\textsuperscript{189}

\textsuperscript{187} Id. at 1. Richard W. Roper, director of the New Jersey Affairs program at the Woodrow Wilson School for Public and International Affairs at Princeton University, commented:

I do not understand why Florio has decided to let the dust settle before putting forward an aggressive attempt to shape public perception. Rather than mount an orchestrated campaign to educate the public, Mr. Florio has responded that there will not be acceptance of increases in sales and income taxes and changes in the state's school financing formula until people begin to get the promised long-term benefit of property tax relief next year.

\textsuperscript{188} Gray, supra note 177, at B5 ("To raise the money and to close a large budget gap, Mr. Florio pushed through a record $2.8 billion tax bill; it sent his popularity plummeting."); see also Neal R. Pierce, Lessons from a Political Pariah, NAT'L JOURNAL, Mar. 16, 1991, at 659. Pierce commented on how support for Florio's program boomeranged so viciously that Florio, 14 months into his term, is now left with 18-20 per cent approval ratings, among the lowest in the history of polling. His name is close to a curse word on the lips of thousands of New Jerseyans. Florio's policies generated such fury that "Hands Across New Jersey," a kind of blue-collar middle-class "I'm-mad-and-I'm-not-going-to-take-it-anymore" coalition, sprang into being. It wants to undo Florio's tax hikes, reverse his subsidies to the inner cities and rout his legislative allies this fall.

In response, Governor Florio and the legislature agreed to “pay back” two-thirds of the increased tax revenues in the form of property tax relief. After the elections, both the governor and the legislature retreated from their original positions (represented below as a shift to $G_1$ and $L_1$). Since members of the legislature distanced themselves from distributional equity concerns more than the governor did, they forged a compromise position with the amended QEA ($P_3$).

**Figure 3: The Compromise in Response to the 1990 Election and Voter Backlash**

The compromise position ($P_3$) did not satisfy the more conservative state senate, which favored a less redistributive policy (such as that represented by $L_4$). However, the senate lacked the votes to override the governor’s veto of any legislative attack on the new status quo created by the initial court decision ($P_1$) and the Quality Education Act ($P_2$). The senate did request—unsuccessfully—that it be allowed to intervene in the case to express its distinct views on the issue.

Voter anger continued through the 1991 mid-term legislative elections, and Democratic legislators lost in overwhelming numbers. However, the

---

191. Kathleen Bird, *Senate Seeks To Enter Latest Round in Abbott*, N.J. L.J., July 18, 1991, at 3. Bird noted that if the justices grant the Senate’s request to intervene, legislators would be able to present their own evidence and witnesses and conduct cross-examination if, at some point down the road, lower court hearings are held on the issue. It would also give the Senate standing in the future to appeal an adverse ruling, even if the attorney general, on behalf of the state, decides not to do so. And it would give [State Senate President John] Lynch another platform from which to express his views. “Furthermore,” says Lynch, “it is possible that the Legislative and Executive branches may have different views as to how to meet this mandate. . . . [T]he process of developing a new statewide education plan is dynamic and on-going, and each coordinate branch of State government should be represented before the Court to present its positions.

*Id.* The request was denied, although Lynch was allowed to file an amicus curiae brief. Kathleen Bird, *Victory for 2 Sides?*, N.J. L.J., July 25, 1991, at 8.
new Republican majority favored a much less redistributive policy \((L_2)\), and Florio agreed to a further compromise (represented by \(P_4\) in Figure 4) to avert a showdown during the 1993 gubernatorial elections. The one-year plan, the Public School Reform Act of 1992,\(^{192}\) sought to provide a bridge between the amended QEA \((P_3)\) and some future plan to be developed by an educational task force.\(^{193}\) In addition to its additional tax relief, the compromise plan raised the spending cap imposed on wealthier districts, thus increasing the funding disparity between poorer and richer districts.

**Figure 4: The Republican-Florio Compromise After the 1991 Legislative Election**

The Republican majorities in the legislature still preferred an even less redistributive policy than the 1992 compromise \((P_4)\),\(^{194}\) but realized that such legislation faced the threat of a gubernatorial veto and of a new court decision in the continuing litigation. In July of 1992, the Republican Senate considered eliminating the education clause through a constitutional amendment to dismantle the QEA and to end the judiciary’s influence over education policy.\(^{195}\) To many critics, the effort to amend the constitutional guarantee of a “thorough and efficient” education seemed like an attack on the public’s commitment to education.\(^{196}\) Under pressure from religious,


\(^{193}\) Jerry Gray, *Florio Agrees to Revisions in School Act*, N.Y. Times, Dec. 14, 1992, at B1. A senior Florio administration official noted: “On one side we have a group that says the state is not moving fast enough on this matter and on the other side you have a Republican legislature saying the state is moving too fast. . . . Then you have a court decision looming over you. It’s sheer chaos and the Governor is caught in the middle of it.” Id.


civil rights, and civil liberties organizations, the Republicans withdrew the proposal and limited their work to revising the education act itself. The Abbott II plaintiffs, however, found the 1992 compromise inadequate and filed Abbott III. In the trial court, Superior Court Judge Paul G. Levy mandated that the state devote an additional $450 million to the poorer districts whose state aid had been cut by the amended QEA (J in Figure 5). This remedy, requiring an exact dollar amount, was unprecedented in school finance litigation. After the court specified this remedy, Governor Florio requested that the legislature provide an additional $300 million for the poorer urban school districts (illustrated as G
2). However, the legislature refused to provide this additional funding and instead used these funds for statewide property tax relief. The new political equilibrium which produced the 1992 compromise (P')—anchored by the Republican legislature’s opposition to redistributive policies—prevented either the lower court’s decision (J) or Florio’s compromise proposal (G2) from being implemented.

Figure 5: Florio's Final Effort and the Lower Court's Decision in Abbott III

The election of Christine Todd Whitman as governor in 1993 made any court-ordered remedy even more likely to encounter resistance. While

197. Id.
198. King, supra note 194, at 40.
201. The New Jersey court became the first state court ever to specify in precise dollar terms the educational funding deficiency that created the unconstitutional state of affairs. See All Things Considered: New Jersey School Funding Reform Ruled Unconstitutional (National Public Radio broadcast, Sept. 7, 1993) available in LEXIS, News Library, Script File.
203. Id.
Florio had been committed to implementing a redistributive school financing program, Whitman criticized Florio's actions and committed herself to cutting state taxes.\textsuperscript{204} The court might have had an ally in the commission appointed pursuant to the 1992 compromise plan,\textsuperscript{205} but political forces militated against the type of equity-based school financing and educational reform outlined in \textit{Abbott II} and pursued by Governor Florio. Nevertheless, Governor Whitman did not abandon the constitutional obligation to provide a "thorough and efficient" education; she appointed her own commission to outline a constitutionally acceptable solution.\textsuperscript{206} Rather than focusing on distributional equity, the Whitman commission's plan sets a level of educational adequacy and provides a mechanism which will "level up" the poorer school districts through increased state aid.\textsuperscript{207}

The strength of the political forces, which fought increased distributional equity and limited the court's ability to spur such reforms, is not surprising from the standpoint of positive political theory. Positive political theory explains that it is difficult to build a coalition for explicitly redistributive policies at the state level, because states that engage in such policies risk losing wealthier residents to other states.\textsuperscript{208} Wealthier residents may choose between exiting the community or exercising their voice within the community through involvement in local politics.\textsuperscript{209} Exit might appear an especially attractive option in a state like New Jersey, where residents might feel more connected to a greater metropolitan area (i.e., New York or Philadelphia) or to a region (i.e., the Northeast) than to the state itself. Moreover, wealthier residents who choose not to move will be able to exert a disproportionate amount of influence through the political process.\textsuperscript{210}

The New Jersey court, influenced by the federal judiciary's experience with school desegregation and its own failure to spark meaningful reform through its previous education financing decisions, may have deliberately

\textsuperscript{204} Peterson, \textit{supra} note 190, at B6.
\textsuperscript{205} Id.
\textsuperscript{207} Id. at B5.
\textsuperscript{208} See, e.g., Peterson, \textit{supra} note 86, at 66-92; see also Vicki L. Been, "Exit as a Constraint on Land Use Extractions: Rethinking the Unconstitutional Conditions Doctrine," \textit{91 Colum. L. Rev.} 473, 514-28 (1991) (describing the literature and the findings that residents tend to "vote with their feet"). While both Peterson and Been discuss the propensity of residents at the local level to move based on higher tax rates and fiscal policies, their insights apply with nearly equal force to the propensity to move from one state to another.
\textsuperscript{209} Albert O. Hirschman, \textit{Exit, Voice and Loyalty: Responses to Decline in Firms, Organizations, and States} (1970). Hence, it is important to note that the strength of a resident's state or local civic identity will encourage a resident to exercise her voice through political participation rather than "voting with her feet" and leaving the state.
\textsuperscript{210} See e.g., Francis F. Piven & Richard A. Cloward, \textit{Why Americans Don't Vote 4} (1988) (concluding that the "American electorate overrepresents those who have more, and underrepresents those who have less"); Peterson, \textit{supra} note 86, at 90 ("In local government, which has a smaller constituency, it is easier for dominant economic [i.e., wealthier] interests to control policy to the exclusion of weaker, less organized interests").
adopted a strategy that focused on distributional equity rather than overall quality. When even this distributional strategy failed in Abbott II, the New Jersey Supreme Court changed course. Rather than affirm the lower court's redistributive remedy, in Abbott III the court opted for a more open-ended remedy, giving the legislature three years to achieve "substantial equivalence" of parity. The court did not specifically order the court to achieve parity by that time, but indicated that it would intervene if the legislature failed to improve the situation. The court's action (represented by J2 in Figure 6) effectively forced policy to move toward greater distributional equity (P).

**Figure 6: The New Jersey Supreme Court's Response (Abbott III)**

In Abbott III, the court was self-consciously aware of the political ramifications of its actions and of the need to build a social consensus for reform. The need for such a consensus underlies the court's more moderate stance, its appeal to a collective identity, its focus on the state's social responsibility, and its emphasis on oversight and efficiency. These ingredients were missing from the court's initial approach; the reactions to the court's decision in Abbott III suggest a better chance of lasting success. For example, Assembly Speaker Chuck Haytaian praised the decision by explaining: "I believe in parity and we will achieve it... But we will do it by building up needy districts, not by tearing down good ones."

211. See Abbott v. Burke III, 643 A.2d 575, 577 (N.J. 1994) (noting the failure of the QEA to solve the problem, although it purported to respond to the mandate in Abbott II).
212. See Mondics, supra note 131, at B1.
213. Id.
215. Id. at 581.
216. Id. at 580.
217. Id. at 579.
III
LESSONS FROM THE COMPARISON OF KENTUCKY AND NEW JERSEY

A. The Judiciary: Institutional Actor and Constitutional Interpreter

Consideration of both the constitutional underpinnings and the political dynamics of implementing education reform remedies suggests that state courts adjudicating education reform cases should focus on overall quality, viewing distributional equity as a secondary concern. In essence, the courts play at a great disadvantage in the single, horizontal-axis equity “game.” While some commentators blame state courts for their inability to ensure equity (their failure to win in this game), one cannot ignore the political forces that militate against their success. However, a focus on a second (vertical) axis, representing quality, alters the nature of the game and redefines the political environment. A court can spark new consideration of education reform by correctly framing the constitutional commitment to a quality education for all and outlining the other branches’ responsibility to implement this commitment. Moreover, the courts can open a “policy window” by creating a sense of urgency and by offering the legislative and executive branches political protection for actions such as comprehensive reform and tax increases.

The Kentucky Supreme Court successfully provided each of these elements. First, the court framed the issue as one of overall quality, sparking a deliberative and innovative process of education reform that involved both the public and political branches of government. Second, the court gave the legislature a clear one-year deadline, creating a sense of urgency and opening a policy window for comprehensive legislative action on an issue of public interest. Indeed, some legislators even speculated that a legislative response would not have been possible if the court had merely ruled that the school finance system, considered alone, was unconstitutional. Finally, the court’s action offered political protection, legitimacy, and support for the legislature’s action. From its approach, it was evident that

219. See Note, supra note 5, at 1092.
220. See supra notes 135-40 and accompanying text.
221. When this Article discusses the role of litigation, it also means to include the effect of the parties’ litigation and grassroots strategy on the success of implementing a remedy.
222. Rose v. Council for Better Educ., Inc., 790 S.W.2d 186, 216 (Ky. 1989). Jack D. Rose, the county superintendent (and named plaintiff in the case), explained that as a result of the decision, “[b]asically we were able to erase the board clean and do away with everything as it was. It’s probably the cleanest sweep [the country] has had in education.” Jordan, supra note 157, at A3.
223. Alexander, supra note 107, at 363 (citing address by Senator Michael Moloney, Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, Kentucky Senate).
224. Id. at 343.
Kentucky had learned from the failures of other states that focused exclusively on equity and excluded the public and the legislature from the process of interpreting and implementing the constitutional mandate. Because of its attention to these lessons, "the Kentucky high court has gone the furthest in finance-inspired education reform and has met with the least resistance."225

The New Jersey court met none of these elements. Instead, the court and governor framed the issue around raising taxes to support poor inner cities, while failing to establish oversight mechanisms to ensure improvements in quality. The court's decision, combined with Governor Florio's haste to enact a plan, undercut any possibility for the legislature meaningfully to consider and for the public to learn about the urgency of the issue. Finally, since the Florio plan went further than the court's remedy, the constitutionally based decision did not offer effective political protection for the QEA.226 That is not to say that the constitutional nature of the decision did not support the governor's action at all. In fact, the senate decided not to seek a constitutional amendment because it was aware of the public's widespread commitment to overall educational quality.227 However, the court's equity-based interpretation of the constitution's education clause did not connect with the public's deep concerns for educational quality, and Governor Florio failed to persuade the public that his agenda was focused on quality or was based on the court's decision. Florio's haste to act without ensuring improvements in quality, and his failure to educate the public about the need for reform, led voters to complain that education did not benefit from the extra resources.228 This result is not surprising; the Florio administration itself conceded that it had failed to define how the equalized funding would make a difference and had failed to implement a program to evaluate and explain the changes.229

---

225. Sherman, supra note 170, at 23.
226. Reflecting upon this action after the court ordered an additional $500 million for education to these districts, Christine Todd Whitman said the ruling reflected another failed Florio program:

Had the Governor in 1990 waited for the Supreme Court opinion rather than rush headlong into a $2.8 billion tax increase, we might not be involved in the court action today. Obviously, we will await any further judicial action on this issue, but it is inescapable that the actions of the Florio administration did nothing to solve the problem; rather, it made the problem worse.

Gray, supra note 177, at A1.
227. See supra notes 195-98 and accompanying text.
228. Priscilla Van Tassel, As Schools Open, Many Ask if the State Knows How to Add, N.Y. Times, Sept. 5, 1993, at B1.
229. Dr. Mary Lee Fitzgerald, New Jersey's Commissioner of Education, admitted that until the fall of 1993, the Florio administration failed to define what would be accomplished, neglected to set up a system to measure these accomplishments, and did not adequately explain these programs to the public. Id.
B. Constitutional Theory, Litigation Strategy, and the Political Process

A constitutional theory and positive political theory analysis of the litigation in Kentucky and New Jersey offers lessons not only to the judiciary, but also to those litigating education reform cases. As we might expect, the different litigation strategies employed in the Kentucky and New Jersey cases foreshadowed the different approaches to constitutional interpretation and the political games which unfolded in each state. The Kentucky education reform effort was led by Bert T. Combs, a former governor who had championed education and understood the connections between constitutional litigation and the dynamics of the political process.\footnote{Bob Johnson, Combs Touched State Profoundly, COURIER-JOURNAL (Louisville, Ky.), Dec. 5, 1991 at 1A, 12A (obituary describing the career of the former governor).} Combs sought to build middle-class support for the movement, educate the public on the need for reform, build public confidence in the reforms, work with the legislature, and ensure that wealthier school districts were not alienated by the reforms.\footnote{These efforts are outlined in Ronald G. Dove, Jr., Acorns in a Mountain Pool: The Role of Litigation, Law and Lawyers in Kentucky Educational Reform, 17 J. Educ. Fin. 83 (1991). For example, citizens' groups allied with the litigation organized hundreds of town meetings to promote education reform before the case was decided by the Kentucky Supreme Court. See id. at 111.} Hence, shortly after the court's decision, Combs underscored that due to the plaintiff's litigation strategy, the ruling would not hurt wealthier school districts:

The plaintiffs in this case said in their complaint, and we have said in every motion, every pleading and every argument[,] that we do not want—and will not tolerate—taking money from one school district and giving it to another . . .

As a citizen of this state and one who knows something about this situation and will have some influence on it, that will not happen . . . These plaintiffs don’t want it, and they will have some control over it.\footnote{Tom Loftus, Combs Says Ruling Won't Spell Trouble for Wealthier Schools, COURIER-JOURNAL (Louisville, Ky.), June 12, 1989, at 1B.}

Not only was Combs careful not to alienate wealthier districts, but his campaign for reform of the education system often centered on appeals to a collective identity. Hence, he observed and appealed to the “feeling among the people . . . that the time had come when they had to do something about their school system or . . . we would always remain a mediocre state.”\footnote{Sherman, supra note 170, at 231 (quoting Bert Combs) (emphasis added).} Governor Wallace Wilkinson's statement upon signing the new education reform law reflected the success of Combs' strategy of appealing to civic pride: “On this day, more than any other, I am proud to be a Kentuckian.”\footnote{Jennings, supra note 148.} Recognizing Combs' effective combination of litigation and political strategy, Harvard law professor Christopher Edley noted that
"[o]ne striking thing about the Kentucky case is that we have a marriage of politics and lawyering that demonstrates the enormous capacity to make progress on serious social problems."\textsuperscript{235} Unlike Governor Combs, the New Jersey plaintiffs did not seek to build a broad-based coalition. The New Jersey plaintiffs did not ask for broad, statewide reform, nor did they appeal to a collective identity or the constitutional commitment to an overall quality education. Instead, Marilyn Morheuser, the lawyer for the Education Law Center who brought the New Jersey lawsuit, argued that "this Court cannot stand by while another generation of children in poor urban districts, their hopes raised by inspiring and lofty constitutional pronouncements, sees these hopes dashed on the political rocks below."\textsuperscript{236} The plaintiffs saw the judiciary as an ally of "poor urban districts" against a hostile political process. In essence, this view draws upon "the myth of rights," which endows courts with the power simply to prescribe a right that will then be realized, regardless of whether it draws upon public support.\textsuperscript{237} Such an approach, based upon a narrow conception of democracy, ignores the role of the political process in implementing reform; it contributed, in fact, to the failure of reform in New Jersey.\textsuperscript{238}

C. Considering the Constraints: Could New Jersey Have Followed the Path Not Taken?

The central argument of this Article is that New Jersey's Supreme Court, education reform lawyers, and political actors failed properly to conceptualize the constitutional remedy necessary to reform its educational system. This Article suggests that New Jersey's failure to interpret and frame the constitutional mandate of its education clause properly resulted in a proposed remedy doomed to political failure. However, it is also possible that, given the constraints facing the New Jersey Supreme Court, it could not have successfully implemented a Kentucky strategy.

From the outset of each state's education reform litigation, the educational systems in the two states were very different. The Kentucky Court acted in light of an obvious need for meaningful education reform.\textsuperscript{239} Under many standards of educational quality, from expenditure per pupil to American College Test (ACT) scores to pupil-teacher ratios, Kentucky

\textsuperscript{235} Gatz, \textit{supra} note 167, at B4.

\textsuperscript{236} Kathleen Bird, \textit{Abbott Revisited: It's Deja Vu All Over Again; A New Round in 20 Years of Litigation Over School Financing Begins}, N.J. L.J., June 20, 1991, at 4 (emphasis added).


\textsuperscript{238} \textit{See generally} Michael W. McCann, \textit{Taking Reform Seriously: Perspectives on Public Interest Liberalism} (1986) (arguing that such a strategy fails because it does not address the basic structural issues, build grassroots support for the movement, or succeed in the political process through building a winning coalition).

ranked in the lowest quartile nationwide. The state's literacy rate was the lowest in the United States.

In New Jersey, on the other hand, the flaws in the educational system were neither as pervasive nor as pressing. On the whole, New Jersey devoted an impressive amount of resources to education, but had mixed results in terms of achievement. New Jersey spent more money per pupil than any other state and offered higher teachers' salaries than all but three other states. In terms of achievement, New Jersey's suburban students fared around the national average for suburban students in terms of Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, while its urban students trailed the national average for urban students by 66 points (out of 800) on the verbal section and 74 points on the math section. The breakdown by race was even more stark: New Jersey's black students scored over 200 points lower on the combined verbal and math sections than their white peers. However, a partial cause of these relative disparities was that so many of its students took the SAT—in 1994 only three states had a higher percentage of students which took the exam.

In addition, Kentucky and New Jersey differed in the extent of income disparity among communities and consequently in the disparity among school districts. Witnesses at the Rose trial testified that the deficiencies in Kentucky schools were not limited to the poorer districts and that almost all schools provided inadequate educational opportunities. In New Jersey, however, some communities had excellent schools. Per pupil funding ranged from $11,000 in Bedminster, a wealthy suburb, to just over $4,000 per pupil in Harrison, an inner-city school district. This divide between rich and poor in New Jersey would make it harder to pursue Kentucky's leveling-up approach to school financing. Since some schools are

240. Id. at 197-98.
243. Id.
245. Id.
246. Id.
247. Rose, 790 S.W.2d at 198.
248. Peterson, supra note 190 at B6.
249. See Sherman, supra note 170, at 23. That is not to say that Kentucky didn't also confront the constraint of wealthier districts. Before the reforms enacted pursuant to the court decision, Kentucky faced disparities in local revenue collections for education ranging from $80 per pupil to $3,716 per pupil. Rodd Zolkos, States Finding School Funding Equity Elusive, CRRY & STATE, Apr. 12, 1993, at 1.
already very well funded, New Jersey does not have the need nor the ability to fully equalize funding by raising the funding for both the wealthier and the poorer schools. 250

The distribution of socio-economic political power among school districts may also explain the difference between the states. Due to the requirements set by the New Jersey court, policymakers had to focus the benefits of the education reform on the thirty poorest school districts, districts which spent only 84 percent of the average spent by the 110 wealthiest communities. 251 Most of these districts were located in the inner city, and wealthier citizens might have resisted any redistributive effort. 252 However, the New Jersey court's approach also created an arbitrary distinction between the thirtieth poorest school, which deserved more state funding, and the thirty-first poorest school, which did not. This distinction alienated a middle-class constituency which might have sympathized with the need for education reform. 253 Moreover, this focus on a narrow group of students limited the ability of the courts and political actors to appeal to civic pride and instigate the kind of statewide effort that was so successful in Kentucky.

Even if the New Jersey court's remedy did not actively encourage an appeal to civic pride, such an appeal might fall on deaf ears in New Jersey, the "first all-suburban state," yet also a state marked by great differences among its citizens. Not only is New Jersey's population extremely diverse, but it also lacks many of the foundations for collective identity: statewide

250. Kentucky raised taxes $800 million for its schools and gave 25 percent more state aid to the poorer schools and 8 percent more aid to the wealthier schools. Mary Beth Lane, Lawsuits Forcing States to Change, PLAIN DEALER (Cleveland, Ohio), July 3, 1994, at A11.

251. Mary McGrath, Wrestling Over School Financing Court and State Pitted for High-Stakes Confrontation, BERGEN RECORD (N.J.), May 1, 1994, at A31. The average for the 110 wealthier districts is $8,111 per pupil and the average for the 30 poorest districts is $6,813 per pupil. Id.

252. See, e.g., Stark, supra note 4, at 667 ("Lack of success of prior funding equalization programs shows the power of wealthier interests to thwart redistributive efforts.").

253. Commenting on Abbott III, Albert Burstein, who headed a Commission examining the need for education reform, explained:

Omitted from the court's opinion is any reference to that large cohort of school districts and students who are in the so-called foundation aid districts. These are the school districts that are not part of the 30 special needs grouping but are essentially middle class areas. . . . It is undeniably the case that large numbers of districts are going to be adding up as the new education underclass should the Legislature's response be narrowly focused on 30 special needs districts. There is little doubt that mid-level districts now struggling to maintain school systems at a decent level will, because of less assistance from the state and inadequate local resources to make up the difference, fall further and further behind. . . . The funding problem calls for a comprehensive solution. Any new law must encompass the broader landscape of educational funding to ensure stability in the future and provide elements of certainty to local school budget personnel.


television stations (the network stations are based in either New York or Philadelphia), collectively supported symbols such as sports teams (the two football teams playing in New Jersey still maintain their New York identity and appellation), and independent major cities (the biggest cities in the state are part of the New York or Philadelphia metropolitan areas). Thus, New Jersey supporters of education reform may have found it more difficult to connect to a civic identity and a collective constitutional ideal than their counterparts in Kentucky.

One might argue that these differences undermine the conclusions of this Article. However, the actual New Jersey experience demonstrates that a pure redistributive approach was doomed to fail. If the differences between the states are such that the Kentucky court's model would also fail, then judicially initiated reform of New Jersey's educational system is essentially impossible. Admittedly, these constraints make the implementation of any remedial effort more difficult, but this Article argues that the overall quality approach is inherently truer to the constitutional mandate and politically more effective.

The difference between the focus on overall quality and a more narrow focus on redistributive equity is not always obvious. In New Jersey,

---

255. While this Article is limited to a comparison of the Kentucky and New Jersey case studies, a brief look at the experience in Michigan serves to indicate that reform under the Kentucky model may not be impossible in a state with demographic characteristics such as New Jersey. Like New Jersey, Michigan ranks in the top 10 states in terms of school spending. See Moneyline, CNN, Mar. 15, 1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, CNN File, and Michigan's wealthiest districts spend over three times as much on education as its poorer districts. See Tyson, supra note 133, at 2.

Michigan's plan for education reform, like Kentucky's and unlike New Jersey's, deals comprehensively with issues of school financing fairness and educational performance. See Roger Worthington, States Make Radical Moves In School Funding, Chi. Trib., Mar. 8, 1994, at 2. In doing so, it recognized the state's constitutional commitment to provide for an overall quality system of education.

The Michigan plan stabilized funding at the state level by trimming the percentage of educational expenses financed by property taxes to 10 percent (through a $2 billion increase in sales taxes) and setting a minimum expenditure on education of $4,200 per pupil ($1,000 more than currently spent by the poorest school districts). See Editorial, Fairer Schooling for Michigan, N.Y. Times, Mar. 18, 1994, at A28. W. Robert Docking, superintendent of Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, explained that "I am pleased that the lowest-financed schools will receive more assistance... that absolutely had to happen," but he underscored that it should not happen at the expense of the affluent school systems. William Celis, 3d, Michigan Votes for Revolution In Financing Its Public Schools, N.Y. Times, Mar. 17, 1994, at A1, A21.

As in Kentucky, the Michigan campaign for education reform succeeded in connecting to the public's desire for education reform, garnering support from 69 percent of the electorate. See David Van Biema, The Great Tax Switch, Time, Mar. 28, 1994, at 31.

256. The distinction is often missed by commentators who examine only the fact that both the Kentucky and New Jersey Supreme Courts invalidated their education financing schemes, and disregard or downplay the fact that these two courts employed very different approaches in analyzing the constitutionality of their education systems. See, e.g., Noreen O'Grady, Comments: Toward a Thorough and Efficient Education: Resurrecting the Pennsylvania Education Clause, 67 Temp. L. Rev. 613, 630 n.102 (1994). Without examining the different approaches, O'Grady reported that "[i]n New Jersey, a judicial decree declaring
where many school districts already met a standard of quality, the desired outcome of either approach—a focus on overall quality or redistributive equity—is very similar. However, the important difference between the two judicial approaches is not only the desired outcome, but the process by which that outcome was achieved. As discussed in Part II, the process employed by Kentucky—the framing of a remedy consonant with overall quality—has two advantages over New Jersey's initial effort to pinpoint an exact redistributive remedy: (1) the overall quality approach requires the legislature to address the need for a comprehensive remedy and recognizes the legislature's and the public's role in constitutional interpretation; and (2) the overall quality approach is inclusive in that it speaks to a right of all citizens to a quality education.

The more inclusive approach of overall quality relies on an appeal to civic identity: namely, that the entire population benefits from all citizens enjoying a quality education. Essentially, the problem with the narrower focus on redistributive equity is that it highlights the differences among citizens rather than focusing on their common interests. Even if the state cannot completely equalize funding, an overall quality approach could still address some financing issues while allowing the legislature and the public to play their roles in constitutional interpretation. On the other hand, a purely equity-based strategy, while initially successful, ultimately could not succeed in the political process—as reflected in the most recent decision by the New Jersey Supreme Court.

CONCLUSION

The contrast between the experiences of Kentucky and New Jersey illustrates the importance of focusing on quality in education reform litigation. When a court connects to a deep public concern for overall educational quality, it can succeed in sparking meaningful reform, as the education funding formula unconstitutional did not prevent legislative stalemate... However, in Kentucky, such a decree provided needed impetus to resolve legislative stalemate. . . .

257. See Alexander, supra note 107, at 343 ("[J]udicial intervention and interpretation of state constitutional provisions is necessary to provide initiative and guidance for the legislature if it is to abide by its constitutional obligations.").

258. Inclusiveness in crafting a remedy, as well as in constitutional interpretation generally, is critical to making a decision more palpable to those who otherwise might feel alienated or excluded by the end result. See generally Eisgruber, supra note 76. Cf. Evans v. Romer, 882 P.2d 1335 (Colo. 1994), cert. granted, 115 S. Ct. 1092 (1995) (employing a general right to political participation analysis, rather than a suspect class equal protection analysis, to invalidate an amendment to the Colorado constitution precluding civil rights protection to gay men and women). The concurrence in Evans provides an especially good example of generalizing the constitutional remedy to address the rights of all citizens in employing a privileges and immunities analysis to consider the constitutionality of the amendment. Justice Scott explained that ";[t]he importance of the Privileges and Immunities Clause is that it does not require varying standards of review and that its protections are extended to every citizen." 882 P.2d at 1356 (Scott, J., concurring) (emphasis added).
Kentucky example demonstrates. Litigation strategies based on state constitutions' education clauses will be fruitful if courts interpret such clauses to embody the public's deep commitment to overall educational quality and consider the political dynamics favoring a comprehensive, rather than a district-by-district, remedy. Courts and plaintiffs should follow Kentucky's lead and realize that constitutional theory and positive political theory favor education reform remedies that are based on an appeal for a system that provides for overall educational quality.

259. Hence, one commentator has underscored how the more recent cases in Texas, Kentucky, and Montana may illustrate the potential for a new revolution in school finance litigation. See William E. Thro, The Third Wave: The Impact of the Montana, Kentucky and Texas Decisions on the Future of School Finance Reform Litigation, 19 J.L. & Educ. 219, 250 (1990). This revolution appears to connect both to state education clauses and to an overall concern for educational adequacy, rather than fiscal equity. See William Celis, 3d, School Financing: Arguing Equity Is Not Enough, N.Y. Times, Apr. 29, 1992, at B8 (noting that Connecticut, Louisiana, and Alabama are following Kentucky in focusing on educational adequacy). Hence, newly-appointed Judge David Tatel, a specialist in school financing, underscored that "what's been happening in the last few years is people are increasingly focusing on adequacy. This is the cutting edge of education litigation." Id.